
COVID Awareness the week before you
come to Yavneh

What am I “allowed” to do this week?
(Both vaccinated and unvaccinated campers.)
When in doubt, be masked, stay outside and try to maintain social distancing.

Allowed Not Allowed

Outdoors: walking, jogging, biking Gyms

Outdoors: picnics, mini-golf Amusement Parks

Curbside: restaurant pickup,
groceries, drive-thrus

Taxi/Ride-Share/Uber

Medical Appointments* Concerts, Sports stadium

Outdoor restaurant dining
UNMASKED (if you walk into a
restaurant to order or get the food,
you must be MASKED)

Indoor restaurant dining

Indoors: grocery shopping, salon,
museum, barbershop* (MASKED)

Movie theatre

Hotel overnight: hallways, communal
areas (MASKED), outdoor pool - ok,
but maintain distance

Indoor hotel pool

AirBnB Indoor parties

Beach - maintain distance,
if using the bathroom - MASKED

Going into someone else’s home
where there are unvaccinated
individuals.

Public transportation: buses, trains,
subways must be MASKED.

*All indoor appointments, shopping, or visits, you MUST be masked.
You are our PARTNERS in making this a safe summer for our entire
community.



Testing
The COVID Task Force has NOT changed any protocols for vaccinated
pre-camp testing of campers.

All campers (vaccinated and unvaccinated) must get a PCR test 7 days before
camp.
Kerem families can send test results that are administered between Sunday,
June 20 through Friday, June 25.
Session I/Full Season families can send test results that are administered
between Tuesday, June 22 through Monday, June 28.

If we don’t have a test from your camper by June 25 (Kerem) or June 28
(Session 1/Full), your child CANNOT come to camp on their arrival date.

If you are using PM Pediatrics, they will send both us and you the results.
When you go to the appointment, make sure to confirm they are sending
the results to Yavneh.

If you are not using PM Pediatrics, you must email the results to
covidtest@campyavneh.org.

Masks and other COVID-particular items
There has been no change in any COVID-particular items that need to be brought to

camp by both vaccinated and unvaccinated campers.

COVID-particular items: UPDATED as of May 11, 2021
__ Disinfecting hand wipes
__ Hand sanitizer
__ Cloth Masks - 15-20
__ Disposable Masks - one box of 25 (1 session) or one box of 50 (2 sessions)
__ Two small mesh laundry bags for cloth masks (16” x 12”)

mailto:covidtest@campyavneh.org


When will my camper be unmasked at camp?

1st week of each session
● Outdoors - All vaccinated and unvaccinated campers can be unmasked

when they are outdoors AND socially distanced from other
bunks/households.

● Bunks - Vaccinated and unvaccinated campers can be unmasked when
they are in their bunks.

● Indoor spaces
○ Vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can be unmasked

indoors when it is just their bunk otherwise they will be masked
when they are in indoor spaces with other bunks.

Rest of the session
● Outdoors - All vaccinated and unvaccinated campers can be unmasked

when they are outdoors AND socially distanced from other
bunks/households.

● Bunks - Campers can be unmasked when they are in their bunks.
● Indoor spaces

○ Vaccinated individuals can be unmasked when they are with
their bunk and/or ayda. It is likely we will get to a place where
they can be the full Noar group (upper camp) unmasked
together.

○ Unvaccinated individuals: With all negative test results, we
anticipate relaxing the mask restriction so that the whole ayda
can be unmasked together indoors. But when mixing aydot to
have the full Tze’irim (lower camp) group, among unvaccinated
individuals, we will continue to mask.

● The only exception to loosening up the masking restrictions is likely to
be when singing indoors (T’fillot, z’mirot, etc). For now the COVID Task
Force recommends staying masked. We will keep campers informed if
that decision changes during the summer.

We anticipate that this will be our last COVID communication for 1st session.
We are counting the days until we are with our campers!


